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INTRODUCTION
This report on the Environmental Monitoring Programmes in Finland has been compiied on
the request ot the Finnish Ministry ot Environment to ptovide intormation on permanent data
production within the concept of the planned Environment Information System ot the Euro
pean Environment Agency, EEA, as adopted in Article 4 oF the EC Regulation no 1 21 0/
90.
As the core of the European System will be tormed atound the CORlNEsystem ot the Euro
pean Community, the monitoring programmes presented in this report have been grouped
according to the main topics ot the EEA tunction and the CORINE.
The monitoring programmes presented reptesent on-going data collection on environmental
issues with respect to national coverage. The programmes have been described with
respect to theit objectives, variables, spatial and timely coverage. Programmes on repeated
control measures on environmental pollution have also been included although they do not
represent monitoring programmes sensu stricto. Howevet, mapping activities without inten
ded repetition (e.g. national surveys on soil chemistry and soil I’ypesl or other environmental
impact statistics e.g. traffic, agricutural production) have been lett out.
The responsible authority, coilaborating authorities as well as the data banks on monitoring
intormation ate also given in order to facilitate information retrieval.
The information has been compiled to an Environment Report by the Environment Data Centre
(EDC). The Centre expresses its cordiest thanks to ali those prof ect ieaders and/ot institutes which
have provided intormation on the programmes.
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To detect climate change, to provide for weather forecasis, to serve meteorologic information for research
and climate depending activities
Responsible authonty
Finnish Meteorological Insiitute
Collaborafing authorties
Variabies
Air temperature, mean daily temperature, maximum and minimum daily temperotures, precipitation, snow
depth, surface conditions, air pressure, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, cloudiness, visibility and
weather phenomena
Links to international networks
29 stafions in the WMO-synoptic network
Datastorage
-i
air qualhy wat.r qualily, th. stal. Iand us.
und pollutanti ei Hi. oiI, and natural
atmosph.ric and wal.r ef iha launa reSoUrcOS
.miuion5 FO5OUFCOJ and fiora, and
ei biotop.s
west. nois. ch.mkal coastal
manag.m.nI emission substances protection
Name
Synoptic climate
Objectives
1
Giimate database/Finnish Meteorological Institute/VAX3400/Oracle 6.0
Geographical coverage and resolution
1 50 stations throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 938; daily observations
Map of stations in 1989
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air quaIiy wat.r quahty,
and poUutants
ahnosph.rlc and wal.r
.missions FOSOUtCOS
Solar radiation
th. stato
of th. soil,
ef th. fauna
and Rom, and
of Iiotopai
Objectives
To provide information on different radiation to surface and sunshine dutation
Responsible authority
Finnish Meteorological InsIilute
Collaborating authorities
Variabies
- - r
Giobal, diifuse and reflected solar radiation, radiation balance and sunshine duration
Links to international nelworks
Datastorage
Radiation database; Finnish Meteorological nstitute/VAX 3400/Orade 6.0
Iand us. wast.
and natural manogement
r.sourc.s
Name
nois. chemical coastal
emission suhstances protection
Geographical coverage and resolution
5 sites for solat radiation and 25 for sunshine duration
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 950; continuous for every hour
O A+B
0
0 /
.,
0
/
40
Measuring stations in 1 989 (A= radiation stations; B= sunshine duration stations)
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Surface temperatures and vegetation index
Objectives
To follow the development of surface temperatures and the vegetation index (NDVI) ovet Finland [tom NOAA
AVHRR satellite images; to calibrate parameters of modeis for ateal soil/vegetation/atmosphere interactions
and microclimatic change
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment
Collaborafing authorities
Finnish Meteorological Insiitute
Variabies
Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), surface tadiative temperature
Links to international networks
Datastorage
II
EDC Satellite Image Storage; National Board of Watets and the Environment/HP/APOLLO 9000 optical
disks
aw quality wuter quatity, the stat. Iand ui. wast. noise
and poflutant. of the zoU, and natural manag.ment emission
atmosph.ric and wat.r of the fauna r.zourc.e
.missiaiis r.sourc.s and fiora, and
of biotop.s
Name
chemical coastal
substances protection
Geographical coverage and resolution
Since 1 990; daily, when clear sky between 1 5 May - 30 September
1990 1991
Coverage of southern Finland, Gulf of Finland and northern Eslonia Ii 990), whole country in 1 991; resolution
bypixelsize 1.1 x 1.1 km
Timely coverage and resolution i
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Name
Stratospheric ozone
Ii. ital.
o th. soii,
oth. fauna
and fiom, and
of blotop.s
Objectives
lo study changes in the thickness of the stratospheric ozone Iayer over Finland
Responsible authority
______
Finnish Meteorological Institute
Collaborating authorities
Variabies
Total ozone, ozone soundings, intensity ot UVB-radiation
Links to international networks
Arctic and antartic ozone programme
Datastorage
Stratospheric ozone database; Finnish Meteorolog ical 1 nstitute/VAX 3400/Oracle 6.0
an qualily watar quaUly,
and pollutanti
atmosph.ric and wat.r
.misilonz r.sourc.s
Iand ulO wait.
and nalural nianag.m.nt
FOSOUtCOI
nos. ch.mkal coastal
.misiion substanc.i prot.ctan
1
Geographical coverage and resolution
1 site/Sodonkylä
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1988, day recording ot total ozone, soundings 1 /week
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Stationary emissions
Objectives
To survey the regional and timely development of point source emissions to air and to follow up abatemeni
strategies for emission control
Responsible authority
Ministry of the Environment
Collaborating authorities
1 2 Provincial Authorities
Variabies
Partides, su?phur compounds, nitrogen compounds, carbon oxides, hydrocarbons and other volatile organic
carbons, metds (altogeiher some 1 80 diFferent compounds)
Links to international networks
UN EGE Environmental Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP(
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Emission database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/VAX 8550/
Ingres 6.2
ar quality wal.r quality, th. stat. Iand us. wast. nois. ch.mkal coastal
and poflutants of ih. soi!, and natural manag.m.nt emission substancas protection
atmosph.ric and watar of th. fauna FO50UrO5
.missionz r.sourc.s and Rora, and
ol biolop.s
Name
Geographkal coverage and resoIuton
About 1 300 individual stationary emission sources throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 986; annual sums per emittor
Number of point-sources per region in 1 988
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air quality water quality,
and pollutants
atmo5phenc and wat.r
.missio.is r.SOUrC.5
Name
Base-line air quality, national
Objectives
the stat.
ei the soil,
of the fauna
and Rora, and
ei biotop.s
To detect changes in air quality ot background stations as caused by air pollutanis
Responsible authority
Finnish Meteorological Institule
Collaborating authorities
Variables
S02, 504, N03, NH4, CI, Na, K, Ca, Mg, pH, conductivity, suspended particles
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Finnish Meteorological Institute/PC/Paradox 3.0
Iand use west.
and natural management
r.sourc.s
noise chemkal coestal
emission suhstances protedion
Geographical coverage and resoIuton
5 stotions
Timely coverage and resolution
Ali year round since 1972; sampiing frequency 1 month
Sampiing stations in 1 990
0
0
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Base-line air quality; international
Objectives
To produce information on the long-range transboundary air pollution for administrative and research purposes
as well as to follow up the timely development of the background air quality
Responsible authonty
Finnish Meteorological lnstitute
Collaborating authorities
VarabIes
pH, H, S04, N03, Cl, NH4, Na, K, Ca, Mg, conductivity of bulk deposition, S045 of aerosols, S02,
N02, NH3 + NH4 and 03 IEMEP-stationsl
pH, H, S04, N03, Cl, NH4, Na, K, Ca, Mg, conductivity of wet deposition and aerosols
IBAPMoN-stationsl
N03, S04, NH4, Mg, Pb, Cd, Cu, Zn ot bulk deposition (EGAP-stationsl
Links te nternatonaI networks
UN ECE EMEP (European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme)
WMO BAPMoN (Background Air Pollution Monitoring Networkl
HECOM EGAP lGroup ot Experts on Airborne Pollution ot the Baltic Seal
Datastorage
Air quality base-line registers; Finnish Meteorological lnstitute/PC/Paradox 3.0
oJr qualhy wat.r qualily, th. stat. Iand usa was. nois.
and pollutanti of th. ioII, and nalural manag.rsl.nt amkson
ahnosph.rk and wat.r ef th. sauna r..ourcsa
OmIISIOnI FOWUFCOS and fiora, and
of biotop.i
Name
chemkal coastal
SUbStanC.I pIOt.CtICn
22
Geographical coverage and resolution
8 stations
Timely coverage and resolution
EMEP-nefwork snce 1 977, BAPMoN-network since 1 973, EGAP-network since 1 979; sampling [requencies
vary between 1 hour and 1 month depending on the variabe
O EGAP
0 EMEP
Background stotions
Å BAPMoN
+ Special program
cl 0
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dr quahly wat.r quaflty, th. stat. Iand us. wast. nois. ch.mkal coastol
and poflutants of iha sali, and natural manogerneni em[ssion substancas protection
atmosph.rK and watOt of Iii. fauna rOsourcas
.miscions N$OUFCOS and Rora, and
of bo)op.s
Name
Municipal air quality
Objectives
To follow changes in air quality in municipalities in general, to assess and pian pollution abatement sirategies
Responsible authority
tocal air protection authorities
Collaborating authorities
0[ficial (i.a. Finnish Meteorological lnstitute and State Technical Research Cenire) and privale consuits, iocal
emittors
Voriabies
Depending on iocai requirements; most common 502, N0X, CC; occasionaliy 03, odouring suiphuric
compounds, organic compounds li.a. PAH, PANI, heay metals; wind speed and direction, local emissions,
traffic vehicle numbers
Links to internafional nelworks V
Datasforage
Local registers by municipal authorities; coilated and aggregated data in Environmeni Data System/Municipal
air quality database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/VAX 8550/lngres 6.2
24
Geographical coverage and resolution
Almost 200 municipalities ofwhich active monitoring in 50
- 1 00; 1-1 0 sampIng points/municpaIity
Timely coverage and resolution
Eirst storfed in 1 960s; larger towns and imporlant ndustrial places possess continuous recordings, esewhere
monitoring periods oF a few months to a few years; most common resolutions 1 h and 1 day
Muncpdllies with ar quallly monitorng n 1 987
Measutement
octivity
Effect surveys
0
25
air quality
and
aftnosph.rlc
.missionl
Bulk deposition
Objectives
wat.r quality,
pollutanti
and wal.r
r.sourc.s
To produce reliable information on the quality of deposition and to calculate air pollution load to water bodies,
ground surface and drainage areas
Responsible authority
National Bocrd of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research lnstitute
Collaborating authorities
Fin nish Meteorolo9ical In stitute, Forest Research Institute, Meteorolog ica 1 1 nstitute ot Stockholm
Universuy (Sweden)
Varables
Precipitction, conductivity, strong acids, pH, 504, Ntot, N03, NH4, Ptot, Cl, Na, K, Cc, Mg, IOC
Links to international networks
‘:
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Deposition database; National Board ot Waters and the Environment/VAX 8550/
lngres 6.2
Iii. stat.
o iii. ioil,
ef iii. founa
and Rora, and
of biotop.i
Iand USO wast.
and natural Inanag.m.nt
rOWUrCOS
Name
noisa ch.mical coostal
Omission substances prot.ction
26
Geographkal coverage and resolution
39 stations throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1971; 1 2 monthly pooled sampes/yr
Sampling stations in 1 990
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&r quality wat.r quabty, ih. stal. Iand us. wact. nois. ch.mkaI coastal
and pollulanls of Iii. soil, and natural manag.m.nt .mission substanc.s prot.cHon
atmosph.rk and wat.r of Iii. fauna r.wurc.s
.nussion r..ourc.s and fiora, and
of biolop.i
Nome
Heay metal aerosol deposition
Objectives
To repeatedly map the Nordic heavy metal deposition and its changes as reflected by moss sampies
Responsible authority
Ministry ot the Environment
Collaborating authorities
Finnish Forest Research lnstitute, Botanical lnstitute of Helsinki University, State Technical Research Centre
Variabies
As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Pb, Ni, V, Zn analyzed [tom mosses (Hylocomium splendens/Pleurozium schreberil
Links to international networks
Nordic Council of Ministers/Nordic Environmental Monitoring Network
Dotastorage
Sequential file on PC at University of Helsinki; [rom 1991 Environment Data System/lmmission database;
National Board of Waters and the Envitonment/VAX 8550/lngres 6.2
28
Geographical coverage and resolution
More than 500 sampJing gri& throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
First mapping in summer 1985, second in summer 1990; repected inventories with specific intervois
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ah quaflty water quality,
und pollutonti
utmospherc und wat.r
.missions tOSOUtCOS
Name
Regional precipitation
Oblectives
he stat.
ol the soil,
of the fauna
and fiom, und
of biotope.
lo provide information on regional flux of water to drainages and consequent use of water resources; to detect
climate change
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Hydrological OFfice
Collaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environment Districts ot National Board of Waters and the Environment, Finnish Meteorological
Institute
Variabies
Precipitation
Links to international networks
The WMO precipitation network
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/VAX 8550/
Ingres 6.2
Iand us. wast.
and natural manag.ment
F.S0UCOI
noise chemical coastal
emission subsiances protect.on
Geographical coverage and resoIuton
255 820 km2, 76 per cent of the area of Finland, 9 stations on an area cf 5000 km2 on an average
TmeIy coverage and re5olufion
Since 1911; daily manual observations from which pentad and monthly values are calculated with the isohyet
methcd for 90-215 regions
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&r qualily wat.r qualily,
cind pollulanti
atmosph.ric and wat.r
OflNUjOflI FOZOUFCOI
Name
Snow water equivalents
Objecfives
th. ilat.
of th. soil,
oI th. fauna
and fiom, and
of biolop.s
To measure the thickness oF the snowpack and to calculate its water equivalent for prediction of meltwater
effects on water leveis in diFferent water bodies
Respensible authorty
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
Collaborafing authorities
Finnish Meteorological Institute
Varables
Snow pack depth and ts water equivalent
Links to international networks
Surface and Atmospheric Airborne Microwave Experiment-project
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/VAX
8550/Ingres 6.2
Iand us. waste
and nalural management
r.sourca.
nois. chemkal coastal
emission substanc.s protection
32
Geographkal coverage and resolution
1 60 snowlines and 43 snow pack depth stations by the the National Board of Waters and the Environment
and 30 stations ot the Finnish Meteorological Institute
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 911; gravimettic determinations 1-2 times/month, depth measurements 6 times/month; the records
are calculated for 102-21 5 regions
33
lo provide information on periodic changes in water surface temperatures for hydrobiological analysis and
swimming water conditions
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and EnvironmentResearch Instifute
Collaborating authorities
Variabies
Water surface temperature at -1 0 cm
Links to international neiworks
Datasforage
Environment Data System/Hydrdogical database; National Board of Watets and the Environment/VAX
8550/Ingres 6.2
air quality wat.r qualily, th. stat. Iand u. waste nois. chemkol coastal
and pollulanti ef th. soil, and natural manag.Inent .mission substances protection
almosph.ric and wat.r ol th. fauna resourc.s
.miuions r.wurc. and Rora, and
o biotop.s
Name
Fresh water surface temperatures
Objectives
34
Geographkal coverage and resolution
58 sites throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1911; daily during the ice-tree period
.
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Measurement sites in 1 989
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air quality wal.r quaIty, th. stat. Iand U5O Wast. noin. chamkal coaslal
and poflutanti ei iii. soil, and nalural manag.m.nt .mission substanc.s prot.ction
ahnosph.ric and wat.r ef th. launa r.SOUrCOS
.miuions r.ZOUrCOS and fiora, and
ei hiotopai
Name
Pan evaporation
Objecfives
To estimate the potential evapotranspiration and the temporal distribution of oiher evaporation variabies
Responsible authoriiy
Naijonal Board of Waters and the Environment/Waier and Environmeni Research Insiitute
Collaborating authorities
Finnish Agricultural Research Insiitute
Variabies
Water level in US Weather Bureau Class A pan, precipitation (Iand-based gauge), wind speed tai 7 stations),
water temperature in pan (at 7 staiions)
Links te international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/VAX
8550/Ingres 6.2
36
Geographkal coverage and resolution
22 stations throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 957; 1-2 times daily during the frost-free season
Neork of pan evaporation stations in 1989
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River discharge
Objectives
lo provide flow values for mass bdance calculations and hydrological resource calculations
Responsible authority
National Board ot Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
Variabies
FIow, water level and discharge curves
L.nks to international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Board oF Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
air qualily wat.r quolity, the state Iand usa wast. noise
and pollutanis of th. soi!, and natural manog.ment .mission
ahnospharsc and water of the fauna tOSOUFCOS
emissioni r.sources and Rora, and
of biotop.s
Name
chemkal coastal
substances protection
38
Geographical coverage and resolution
350 discharge stations ot whch 1 50 calibrated water power plants or dams; the rest represent natural river
control cross sections
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 847; daily observations on water leveis and discharge curves checked by 300 direct measurements/
yr and from water power plant statisHcs; winter control measurements separatey
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air quality wat.r quality, Ii. siat. Iand us. wast. noise chemkal coastal
and poflutant ol th. so.I, and nalural manog.ment emission substances protection
ahnospheric and wat.r o the fauna r.sources
OIfliUiOflS FOSOUFCOS and Rora, and
o biotop.s
Name
Hydrdogy of small catchments
Obectives
To assess hydrological variabies and processes, their changes and affecNng factors in small catchments
Responsible authority
National Board oF Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Insiilute
Collaborat.ng author.ties
Water and Environmeni Districts
Variabies
Runoff, precipitation, water equivalent of snow, ground frost, also air temperalure, solar radiation and ground
water table in some catchments
Links to international networks
FRIEND (FIow Regimes from International Experimental and Network Data) -database
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Board ot Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
Geographkal coverage and resolution
60 catchments
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 958; continuous recording devices
SmaII catchments in 1 989
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afr guaIty wal.r quality, h. sta?. Iand us. wast. nos. ch.mkd coastal
and pollutant. ef the .oil, and natural manag.nlent emission subsiances protection
atmosph.ric and wat.r of the fauna resourc.s
.miuion. r..ourc.s and fiora, and
of b.otop..
Name
Real-time data collection system on water resources
Objectives
Jo provide ted-time data on water-Ievel changes in basins and rivers sensitive to floods; for calibration of
[ood forecasting by modelling, for calibration of expert system for water body regulotions.
Jo improve hydrological service.
Jo control water quality in rivers.
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Insiilute
Collaborating auhorities
Water power producers, Municipol water works
Variabies
Water level, discharge, water temperature, pH, oxygen content, conductivity
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/VAX
8550/PROGOL
42
Geographical coverage and resolution
36 automated stations (1 990)
Timely coverage and resolution
Since the midd!e of 1 980s; continuous measuring, recording 1-4 times/hour
Network oF automated water-Ievel stations in 1990’
Å Field stalion
E!J Ceniral station
® Mcm computer
and data-base
Å
Å
ÄÅ
Å Å
Å Å
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a.r quality
and
ahnospheric
.mssions
Manual water level observations
Objectives
To provide information on waterievel changes in drainage basins; for assessment oF hydrology in water
construction works, flood forecasting and calibration for water body regulations
Responsible outhority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environmeni Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environrnent Districts, National Board of Survey
Variabies
Water level
Links te international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Bocrd ot Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
water quahty, he stat. Iand usa waste
pollulanis ol the SdI, and natural management
and water of the fauna r.sources
r.sources and fiora, and
of biotopes
Name
noise chemkal coastal
em,ssion substances pretectlon
44
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air qualdy
und
ahnosph.nc
.iiiiuions
Groundwater table
Objecfives
To provide information on changes in the groundwater table ot different aquifers and to reate observed
changes in climatic Huxes; to evaluate and predict drought periods
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
Coilaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environment Districts
Variabies
Groundwater level
Links te international networks
The Nordic groundwater monitoring network
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
wuter quaIty, th. eta?. Iand ijee Wast.
poflutante ei the soil, and natural managem.nt
and wat.r of the fauna resourc.s
r.sourc.s and fiora, and
ol hiotop.s
Name
nois. chemical coastal
.mission substanc.s protochon
46
Geographkal coverage and resolution
54 recording stations, 1 0 tubes each
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1973; 2 times/month
Neiwork of stations in 1 989
47
air quality
and
ahnosph.rsc
amissiona
Soil frost depth
Objectives
To tollow the development of soI Frost Fot basc nformafon in constructon works, Forestty, agtcuIture and
domestic heating
Responsible authority
National Board of Watets and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
Upper and Iower soil frost level, snow depth (open Iand, forest and bogs)
Variabies
Soi1 frost depth, snow depth
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Board oF Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
wa!er quality, Ihe siale Iand usa wasta
poUutants ol the ioiI, and natural managoment
and waler of he fauna r.sourcas
r.sourcez and fiora, and
of biotop.s
Name
noise chemical coostol
ession substances proteclion
48
Geographical coverage and resolution
40 stations equipped with 200 recording tubes
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 968; 3 times/month during the frost season (normally October-May)
Network of soi1 Frost stations in 1 989
0 o
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air gualhy wat.r qualty, b. Iat. Iand u. WastO noi. ch.mkol coastal
and pollutanti of ih. zoil, and natural monog.m.nt .m;uion subsionco prolection
atmosph.ric and wakr o th. fauno r.sourc.s
.miuions r.ourc.z and Aaro, and
oI biotop.s
Name
Cryophenology
Objectives
Jo provide for information on chan9es in ice formation and ice break-up with respect to climatic change; to
accomplish for hydrometric corrections in water leveis
Responsible aufhority
National Board of Waters and the Environmeni/VVater and Environment Research Insiitute
Collaborat.ng authorities
Variabies
Dates of fdlowing events: ice on shore, ice cover in bays, ice within risable range (firsi time), tinal freeze-up
(beginning of Iongest total ice cover period), open water on shore, open water offshore, ice in movement,
total disappearance of ice
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrologica( database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
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dr quality wal.r qualily, h. stal. Iand us. was. nos. ch.mkal coastal
und poflutanli ei th. soil, and nalural manag.nwnt amssion substances protection
atmosph.ric and wat.r ei lii. luona r.sourc.s
.missions r.wurc.s and ilora, and
eitop.5
Name
Ice thickness of fresh water courses
Objectives
To provide for information on changes in ice conditions of fresh water courses
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
Variabies
lotal ice thickness, snow ice thickness, snow thickness on ice, wcter thickness on ice
Links to international networks
Dafastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrological database; National Boord of Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
52
Geographical coverage and resolution
76 stations in the biggest lakes (water courses) ot Finland
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1911; 1/10 days during the ice cover period
Network 1989
o0
00
0 0
0
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dr quality wat.r quality, ih. state Iand us. wast. nos. ch.mKaI coastal
and pollutant ei iii. soil, and natural rnanog.ment .mis.on substanc. prot.ction
ahnosph.ric and wat.r ei Mi. fauria rOSourCOS
.mi55joflS r.sourc.z end fiora, and
ef biotopes
Name
Industricl wasfewater pollution
Objectves
Jo assess eFFluent quality and quantity of wastewater; to supervise permit conditions; to assess tteatment plant
performanence
Responsible aufhority
National Board of Waters and the Environment
Colfaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environmeni Districts
Variobies
FIow, COD, BOD, suspended sdids, P, N, hydrocarbons, AOX, metais and some others depending on the
branch
Lrnks to international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Industrial sewage database; National Board ot Watets and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
54
Geographical coverage and resotution
Some 350 industrial plants throughout the country with some 1 500 control sites
Timely coverage and resolufion
Since 1 988; continuos sampling at big plants, 2-6 times/yr at small plants
55
&r qualhy
and
aftnosph.flC
.miwonl
Fish farming sewage pollution
Objectives
lo assess effluent quality and quantity ot sewage.
To asses the effects of tish farm pollution Ioad on the recipient.
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment
Collaborating authorities
1 3 ‘Jater and Environmeni Dislricts
Variabies
Varying by fatm: mosi common are water visibility, temperature, 02, pH, conductivity, water colout, Ptot,
PO4P, Ntot, NH4N, NO3N, turbidily, suspended Ioad, fecal and coliform bacteria, fecal streptococci, Fe
and a-chlorophyll; at some farms also experiments on s!iming of nets, periphyton and benthic fauna monhtoring
and economic fish stock assessment
Links to rnternational nefworks
Datastorage
OO•O4
Environment Data System/Fish hatchery sewage database; Nationd Board of Waters and the Environment/
DLC 5810/Ingres 6.2
wut.r qual.ty, th. ital. Iand us. Wast.
poftulanti of th. sofl, and nalural manag.ment
and wal.r o ih. fauna r.sourc.s
IOS0UCO5 and Aaro, and
of boIop.s
Name
nois. chamkal coastal
.mission substances prot.ction
56
Geographical coverage and resolution
Some 350 fish farms throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
lnitially since the beginning of the 1 960s, most hatcheries since the middle of the 1 970s; ali yeat round
monitoring - but most intensively during the period May - September; pollution control normally 1 -2/month
during production season, recipient contrd normaily 1-4 times during May-September and 1-2 times during
October-April
Fish farm distribution in 1987
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air quality water quality, ih. stat. iand usa wast. nois. chemkal coastai
and poilulanis of ih. sopi, and naturoi management am.ss,on subsIance prolection
atmosph.nc and wat.r of th. fauna r.soUtcas
.missians FOWUFCOS and Rora, and
ef biotopis
Name
Municipal sewage pollution
Objectives
10 assess affluent quality and quantity ot municipal sewage, to supervise permit condllions, to assess treatment
plant performanence
Responsible authority
Nationa! Board of Waters and the Environment
Coflaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environment District5, water protection assosjations and other consuhants in the field oF water
pollution and protection.
Variabies
Most importan! are BOD, P, N, NH4
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Municipal sewage database; NaHonal Board ot Waters and the Environment/VAX
8550/Ingres 6.2
58
Geographical coverage and resolutbn
Some 580 municipd sewage treatment plants throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since the beginning otthe 1960s; control sampling varying between ]/month to a few times/yr depending
on the sze ot the treatment plant
59
oir qualily water quaflty, the itat. Iand use WustO nois. ch.mknl coastal
and poflulanti of th. soil, and natural manag.m.nI .mission substanc.s protectlon
atmosph.ric and wat.r o the fauna resourc.z
.mluions FOIOUFCOJ and fiora, and
oF biotop.s
Name
Water quality of lake deeps
Objectives
To study water quality profiles of the deepest parts of economically and naturally important lakes and to assess
if possible changes are caused by pollution Ioad
Responsible authority
National Board oF Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environment Distticts
Variabies
Hach-turbidity, conductivity, alkalinity, colour number, a-chlorophyll, temperature, 02, oxygen saturation, pH,
CQDMN, Ntot, Ptot, CI, Fe, Mn, Stot, Se, K, Mg, Na, 5102, DOC, NO3N, NH4N, PQ4P
Links to international networks
2 stations in the UNEP GFMS Water network, 1 station in the UN ECE ICP Assessment and Monitoring oF
acidification of rivers and lakes -network
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Water quality database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
60
Geographical coverage and resolution
1 76 sampling sites throughout the country
-
_____
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 962; sampling normdly 2 times/yr, at GEMS stations 4 times/yr; at regiona monitoring lakes
(chosen by the districts) 1 /month
Man itoring sites in 1 989
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air qualiiy wal.r quality, th. i’ate Iand u. wast. nois. chemical coastal
and poflutanti ei ih. soil, and natural managemeni .mission substanc.c protectiofl
aftnoph.ri and wat.r ei tlia fauna tOSOUtCOS
.niiuloni r.sourc.s and ifom, and
ei biotop.z
Name
Water quality of streams
Objectives
To study the water quality ot large streams for assessing if changes caused by pollution oad occur
Responsible authority
Nationol Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Reseorch Institute
Collaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Envircnment Distrids
Variabies
Hach-turbidfly, conductivity, alkalinity, colour number, temperature, 02, oxygen saturation, pH, CODMN,
Ntot, Ptot, CI, Fe, Mn, Stot, Se, K, Mg, Na, Ca, Al, 5102, DQC, suspended Ioad, colitorm bacteria and
feca 1 streptococci
Links to international nelworks
3 stations in the UNEP GEMS Water network
Datastorage
Lnvironment Data System/Water quality database; Notiond Board oF Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/lngres 6.2
62
Geographical coverage and resolution
1 87 sampling sites throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1962; sampling 4/yr between March-October
Monitoring sites in 1989
4.
0 o
0
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dr gualily
and
aimosph.ric
.mizzons
Water quality ot bordering rivers
Objectives
lo assess changes in water quality ot drainages common to SE-Finland and the Soviet Union, of the Tenooki
river between Finnish and Norwegian Capland and the lornionloki river between Finnish and5wedish Iapland
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
CoIIaboratng authorties
2 Water and Environment Districts
Variabies
Temperature, 02, oxygen saturation, suspended load, pH, colour number, BOD7, anionactive tensides,
phenols, COD CR, NatS, mineral oils, visibility, Flow
Links te international networks
Datastorage
-
--
Environment Data System/Water quality database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
Name
water quahly, 01. siat. Iand USO West. flOSO chamkal coastal
poflutants ei th. soil, and natural management emission substanc.s protoction
and wat.r ei th. launa r.sources
r.sources and Rora, and
ei biotop.s
64
Geographical coverage and resolution
4 sites in SE-Finland, 1 site in Tenojoki and 3 sites in Tornion joki
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 966; sampling t/yr (March, june, August, December; except for the Saimaa channel, where May,
June, July, August)
Monitoring sites in 1 989
O SE-Finland (Vuoksi-drainage)
Ä Torniojoki
Teno joki
0
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air quality wat.r quality, the etu!. Iund USO wast. nelee ch.mical coaelal
and poHufunti of the eoil, and natural management .misson sobslances pretection
ahnosph.rk and water of the fuuna r.sourc.s
OflIISSjOflZ r.zourcz and Roru, and
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Name
Acidification of small water-bodies
Objectives
lo assess the impact of acidification on small water-bodies (natural lakes, brooklets, small drainages)
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
Colloborating authorities
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Variabies
Temperature, 02, conductivity, pH, Gran-alkalinity, alkalinity, cdour number, CQD MN, TQC, Ntot, Ptot,
Fe, Mn, CI, 504, N03, NH4, F, Na, K, Ca, Mg, AI(by AAS), AI-fractions, 5102
Links to international neiworks
4 stations in the UN ECE ICP Assessment and Monitoriny oF acidification ot rivers and lakes - network
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Water quality database; National Boarä ot Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
66
Geographical coverage and resolution
Ihroughout the country; 28 akes since 1 979, 1 60 lakes since 1 990; hydrobiological studies in ca 1 0 lakes;
possibly (from 1991 onwards) some small drainages without lakes
Timely coverage and resolution
Sampling 1 /yr during autumn turn-over; 2-4/yr at ECE ICP-stations; diatom sampling 1 /autumn, benthic
[auna 2/yr (in spring and Fail)
67
air quduly wat.r quallty, h. stat. Iand us. wast. nois. ch.mkaf cocistal
and poflulunts of Oh. soil, and natural manag.m.nt amission substances prot.ction
ahnosph.nc and wal.r o iha fauna r.sourc.s
.mlssions r.sourc.I and Rora, and
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Name
Transport of suspended and soluble material from Iand areas
Objectives
To assess the mass fluxes and their changes from small drainage basins caused by agri- and silvicu!ture and
acidic deposition.
Responsible authority
National Board oF Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
Collaborating outhorities
1 3 Water and Environment Districts
Variabies
In forest and agricultural areas: Hach-turbidity, alkdinity, temperature, pH, Ntot, NO3N, NH4N, Ptot,
PO4P(filtered), TOC, suspended solids; additionally in forested areas only: colour number, C0D, Fe, Mn,
Gran-alkalinity, K, Ca, Mg, Na, 504, CI, AI-fractions, F
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Water qualily database; National Boatd of Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
68
Geographkal coverage and resolution
1 3 small water-sheds
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1962; sampling 1 /week in spring, 2/month in autumn, in some basins aulomotic FIow-weighted
sampling.
Monitoring sites in 1 989
Q c
e
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air quaIity waler quahty, he etat. iand u.. wasle nos. chemkal coastal
and poIIutant ei th. soil, and nah,rai monog.m.nt amission substance prot.ciion
aftnosph.ric and Wat.r ei the fauna r.sourc.s
.missioni tOIOUtCOI and fiora, and
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Name
Soil water quality
Objectives
lo detect changes in soi water chemistry due to anthropogenic impact
Responsible authority
National Board ot Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Inslitute
Collaborafing authorities
1 3 \Nater and Environmeni Districts
Variabies
In Iysimeters and percolation tubes: pH, conductivity alkalinity, Ntot, NO3N, NH4N, Ptot, PO4P, Fe, Mn,
Ca, Na, K, Mg, Cu, Ni, P5, Cd, Al, 5i02, TOC; additionally CI, F and Hg in Iysimeters only
Links to international nefworks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Groundwater database; Nationa! Board of Waters and the Environment/VAX
8550/Ingres 6.2
Geographkal coverage and resolution
percolotion tubes: 7 sampIin sites
Iysimeters: 3 1 sampling sites
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 978-80
Monhtoring sites in 1 989
Å 3 percolation tubes/
stotion
o Iysimeters, sampling
2 times/yr
O Iysimeters, sampling
/ times/yr
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alr qualhy wat.r quahty, h. siut. Iand u. west. nos. ch.mkaI coastal
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Name
Groundwater quality ot soi1 aquifers
Objectives
Jo detect changes in groundwater chemistry and intiitration water due to anthropogenic impct
Responsible authoriiy
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environment DisIricts
Variables
In groundwater and snow: pH, conductivity, alkalinity, Ntot, NQ3N, NH4N, Ptot, PQ4P, Fe, CI, 504, Mn,
Na, K, Ca, Mg, Cu, Ni, Zn, Hg, Pb, Cd, Al, 5102, F
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Groundwater database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/VAX
8550/lngres 6.2
72
Geographical coverage and resolution
47 sampling sites throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 975-78; sampling 2/yr
-SN.
Monitoring sites in 1989
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Name
EFfect of soil excavations on groundwater quality
Ob1ectives
To detect changes in groundwater chemistry as caused by excavation of soils
Responsible authority
National Board oF Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research lnstitute
Collaborating authorities
Geological Survey of Finland, The Finish National Road Administration
Variables
Temperature, 02, colour number, conductivity, C02, alkalinity, pH,permanganate, NO3N, NH4N, PO4P,
Cl, S04, Si02, Ca, Mg, total hardness, Na, K, Fe, Mn, Al, a-chlorophyll loF surface reaching groundwater
poolsl
Links te international nefworks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Groundwater database; National Board ot Waters and the Environment/VAX
8550/lngres 6.2
74
G.ographkal conrog. and mnlufion
25 grcundvmter samphng &tes, 10 Iyslmeler sffes and 4 grcundwater pods dwcughcd the counhy
fim4cng and tnoIuøcn
Slnce 1984; samphng 2/yt
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&r qudiy wat.r quality, di. stat. Iand usO wast. nos. chemkal coastal
and pallutanti o di. soI, and naturd manag.m.nt m[ssion substances protedion
atmosph.rlc and wat.r of iii. fauna r.sourc.s
.nilwoni FOZOINCOZ and fiom, and
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Name
Groundwater level and qualily of rock aquifers
Objectives
lo follow changes in water level and quality ot rock aquifers under diFferent geological regimes
Responsible authority
National Board ot Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Reseorch lnstitute
Collaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environment Districts, Geological Survey ot Finland
Variabies
Groundwater level, pH, alkalinity, Ntot, NO3N, NH4N, Ptot, PO4P, Fe, CI, S04, Mn, No, K, Mg, Cu, Ni,
Zn, Hg, Pb, Cd, Al, Si02, DOC, F, As
Links te international networks
The Nordic geohydrological network
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Groundwater database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/VAX
8550/lngres 6.2
76
Geographkal coverage and resoluton
1 6 bedrock weII sites
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 989; level measurements 2/month; chemistry sampling 4/yr
Monitored wells in 1 989
77
oir guohly wat.r quality, th. siat. Iand us. Wast. nois. chemKal coastal
and poflutanti of lis. soil, and naturol manog.m.nl .mission suhstances prot.ction
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Name
Water quahty in watet works
Objectives
Jo assess water quality, detect possible pollutants and supervise water resources of i.a consumption water
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment, National Board oF Health
Collaborating authonties
Municipal and private water works serving > 200 inhabitants
Variabies
Biological: Coliform bactetia, Fecal coliForm bacteria, (Fecal streptococci), Aerobic mesophilic bacteria
Cations: As, Cd, Cr, Hg, Pb, Al, Fe, Mn, NH4
Anions: CN, F, CI, NO3, NO2
Others: pH, C02, colour, turbidity, COD,, C12, odour, alkalinity, total hardness
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Water works database; National Board oF Waters and the Environment/VAX
8550/Ingres 6.2
78
Geograph.cal coverage and resolution
About 670 water works (90% of water works serving > 200 inhabitants) throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Snce 1 969; oFFiciaI sampling t-50/yr (depending on size of water works(
79
air quolity wa1. quahty, ih. sial. Iand u. wasI. nos. ch.mkal coastal
and pololanh ei Iii. sali, and nalural manag.nI.nt amisson ubstanc.s protection
ohnasph.ric and wat.r ei tii. fauna r.zourc.s
.mlsslons r.sourc.s and Bora, and
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Name
E{fect of dimate and air poliution on forests
Objectives
To determine the effect ot climate change on forest ecosystems; to detect cause-relationships between air
pdiutants and forest changes; to pian abatement stategies for forest deterioration
Responsihle authority
Finnish Foresi Research institute
Collaborating authorities
Finnish Meteorological institute, Gedogicai Survey of Finland, National Board of VVaters and the Environment,
severd universifies
Variables
State ot forests, damage to forests, bioindicators i.a. epiphytic iichens (3009 sites(; forest increment (50000
sites); N, 5, P, K, Na, Mg, Cu, Mn, Zn, Pb, B, Ca of needies (150 sites); major ions in throughfall (30 sites);
major ions in soi1 water (30 sites); major ions in groundwatet (30 sites); soi1 chemistry (450 sites)
Links to international networks
ECE ICP Assessment and Monhtoring ot Air Poilution Effects on Forests
Datastorage
State of Forest Database/Forest Research institute/VAX 621 0/ingres 6.2
Geographkal coverage and resolution
Extensively and intensively throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
-
B
,.,
DiFferent eveis oF used sampling networks (A = 50000 randomly chosen inventory pots, B 3009 perma
nent sampling plots, C = 600 extensive sampling pois, D = 1 00 intensive sampHg pois)
81
Since 1 985; varying depending on subprogramme: every 5 year ))ichens & soi) chemistry); every year )state
of forest ecosystems); month)y durin9 growing season ))itterta))); 14 days )throughfaH)
A )
4..
air quality
and
almosph.nc
.miuionl
tapland torest damage
Objectives
To monitor the extent and pace of forest damage in tapland along assumed pollution gradients from large
emittors.
Responsible authority
Finnish Forest Research lnstitute
Collaborating authorities
The universities of Helsinki, Turku, Joensuu, Kuopio and Oulu, Finnish Meteorotogical lnstitute, Geological
Survey ot Finland, National Board of Waters and the Environment, Arctic Centre
Variabies
Soil water chemistry, ttee health and vitality, needle chemistry, roots and mycorthiza lichen and bryophyte
taxonomy and chemistry, tree and stand characteristics
Links to international neiworks
Datastorage
State of Forest Database; Forest Research lnstitute/VAX 621 O/lngres 6.2
Name
wat.r qoalhy, th. ilot. Iand ui. wast. nois. ch.mkol coastol
pollutanti of iii. soil, and naturol manag.m.nt .missiou substancos protection
and WUIOF of fii. fauna r.iourc.s
r.soUrc.. and Roro, and
ef botop.s
82
Geographical coverage and resolution
Pollution source-centred gradieni sampling lines including 430 plots in Finnish Capland and 1 00 piots on the
Kala peninsula
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 990; varying depending upon subprogramme, between 1 t to 1 month
The Lapland Forest Damage Project sample piot lines
1
o Investigation point
O Intensive sample plot
0 ooo
0 00 0
1
0
0
0
0
00
EI
0
0
0
o00
EI
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lntegrated effect ot air pollutants on ecosystems
Objectives
lo identify effects ot air-borne pollutants on ecosystems, cross-media pathways and transport of pollutants; 10
evaluate changes in ecosystem stability and to predict critical loads and assess the effect ot reduction ot
emissions
Responsible authority
Minislry of the Environment
Collaborating authorities
p
National Board oF \Naters and the Environment, Finnish Meteorological lnstitute, Finnish Forest Research
Institute, the Universities ot Helsinki, Turku, Jyväskylä and Oulu, Geological Survey ot Finland, Finnish Game
and Fisheries Research lnstitute
Variabies
Sulphur, nitrogen compounds, carbon, base cations, Cl: in air, precipitation, surface water, soil water,
groundwater and soil; meteorological and hydrological variables; biological variables li.a species, covera
ge, tertility, vitality, population and pollution sensitivity indicesl - optional For metals, persistent organic com
pounds and ozone
Links ta international networks
UN ECL Pilot Programme on lntegrated Monitoring
Datastorage
lntegrated Monitoring Data System linctthe total international networkl; EDC National Board of Waters and
the Environment/VAX 8550/lngres 6.2
air quality wat.r quality, the stat. Iand us. wast. nois. ch.mKaI coastal
and poflutanis of the soil, and natural manogemeni emission substanc.s proteciion
ahnospheric and water of the fauno FOSOUFCOS
emissioni resourc.s and Rora, and
of biotop.s
Name
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Geographical coverage and resolution
4 international areas in Finland, 32 in other countries
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1987; varying depending on subprogramme from daily to intervals of 5 yrs
IM-network of Europe in 1 990
DKO2
su13Wl5
.5U02
5U04.1
O 5j5 nominated
o stes to be established
SUO3, 5U12( SU17 and CAOJ ote not
shown in Ihis mop
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air qualfty
and
almosph.nc
.missions
Objectives
To estimate the timely variation in population size and breeding succes oF raptors and owls.
Responsible authority
University of Helsinki/Finnish Museum ot Natural History
Collaborating authorities
Ministry ot the Environment
Variables
Number of breeding pairs, population index, breeding succes (Fledlings/occupied territory, fledlings/active
nest, fledlings/succesful nest)
Links to international networks
International Bird Census Committee mappi ng-network
Datastorage
Nest site database; University of Helsinki/VAX6420/sequentiai files
wat.r quality, the siat. Iand us. wast. nois. chem.cal coactal
pollutonis of th. sofl, and natural monagem.nt .mission subsionces protection
and water of the fauna r.sourc.s
FOSOUFCOS and Rora, and
of biolopes
Name
Birds of prey
86
Geographical coverage and resolution
Ca 1 20 study tareas (1 00 km2 squares,
i,pIots
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 982; annual observations
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National Grid) covering the whole country
Bird population
Objectives
wal.r quality,
pollulanti
and wat.r
FOWUtCO5
th. itat.
of th. goli,
of th. sauna
and Rora, and
of blotop.s
To estimate the state ot the bird fauna and ts biotopes and to evaluate annual and long-term changes oF these
Responsible authority
University of Helsinki/Finnish Museum ot Natural History
Collaborating authorities
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research lnstitute
Variabies
Population indices tspecies indices, biotope-oriented indices) ot about 1 50 most frequent bird species
Links to international networks
International Bird Census Committee network
Datastorage
Bird census data register; University of Helsinki/VAX6420/own programme
afr quolily
and
ahnosph.nc
.mIsion
Name
Iand us. wasl.
and natural manag.m.nt
r.soUrc..
nos. ch.mKaI coastal
.mission substanc. pretedion
1
88
Geographical coverage and resolution
Covering the whole country by UIM-squares of 50 x 50 km; indices representative only for larger regions
Timely coverage and resoluton
Breeding bird censuses at cc 1 50 sites in Mayjune since 1 984-85; winter bird censuses cl cc 500 sites
3/winter period since 1 956-57; old inventories in the 1 940s have been made on other sites
Number of mid-winter census routes in grid squares 150 x 50 km) between 1 956/5 7 and 1987/88.
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1 31
15 000
13 73 2
0 13 20 20 2
26 2 28
20 6 1
6 8 31 14
2 4 1 3
10 16 3 21
102 41 7 2 10,
22 2 80 35 38
‘66 15 34 36 4 37 17
‘140 21 27 24 70 37 97
93 25 65 33 173 105 63
198 215 261 72 114 143 65
442
251 105 2858 17 85 43
46 216 770 83 78
388 740 762 73
161 533 350 160 3
th. ilal.
of h. soil,
of the fauna
and Rom, and
of biolop.z
Name
Herptile distribulion and abundance mapping
Objectives
To analyse changes in species distribution ot Finnish amphibians and reptiles (5+5 species)
Responsible authonty
University oF Helsinki/Finnish Museum ot Naturol History
Collaborating authorities
Finnish Game and Fisheries lnstitute, Finnish Natute Conservation Qrganization, Nature and Youth
Orga n ization
[Variabies
Observation coordinates, species, colour form, abundancy and observer
Links to ;nternational networks
Mapping Programme ot Societas Herpetologica Europaea
Datastorage
Data < 1979 on seuential mg-files; > 1980 as PC-storage/Database; University ot Helsinki/Finnish
Museum ot Natural History
aw quaftly water quality,
and pollutante
ahnosph.nc and wat.r
.miuions r.sourc.s
Iand uz. wa5t.
and natural manag.m.nI
r.sourc.s
nois. chemxal coastal
.misslon substances protectlon
Geographkal coverage and resolution
Grid /27 oE network (1 0 x 1 0 km squares) based on voluntary observations throughout Finland
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 974, annual observafions
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air qualily wa.r quality,
and pollulanti
ahnosph.nc and wal.r
.missions t.sourc.
Name
lnsect distribution mapping
Ii. ilat.
ei th. soU,
ei Iii. iauna
and (lore, and
ei botop.s
Objectives
To analyse changes in the long-term species distribution of 2 1 easily ideniified insect species
Responsible authority
University ot Helsinki/Finnish Museum ot Natural History
Collaborat.ng authorities
Variabies
Observation coordinates, species, First appearance, observer
Links to international neiworks
Datastorage
lnsect mapping-8 1 register; Finnish Museum of Natural History; PC/Database
Iand us. west.
and nalurd manag.ment
t.ieutc.i
ch.mkaI coaslal
.misson substanc.s protection
1
92
Geographical coverage and resolution
Grid network (10 x 10 km suares) based on voluntary observations throughout Finland
T;mely coverage and resolution
Since 1 981; annual observations
Obserations ot Rhino Beetle (8( and the Orange-tip buttertly (1 1( during the five-year period 1981-84.
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Phytoplankton in fresh water
Objectives
To evaluate the eutrophicaiion leveis and to forecast changes in the water quality based on species composi
tion and mass ot phytoplankton in freshwater environments
Responsible authonty
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research Insiitute
Collaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environment Dislricts
Variabies
Species composition, phytoplankton mass; temperature (1 m and 2 m), a-chlorophyll, Piot, PO4P, NO2N,
NO3N, NHAN ot water
Links to international networks
Dotastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrobiology database; National Board ot Waters and Environment/VAX8550/
Ingres 6.2
dr quality wal.r qualhy. th. siat. Iand USO Wa5tO no4s. chemkal coastal
and pollutani. of Oli. soil, and natural managemeni .mission substances protechon
atmo5ph.ric and wal.r ol Oli. launa r.ourc.s
.mision r.sourc.O and fiora, and
eI biolop.z
Name
Geographical coverage and resolution
1 39 sampling sites throughout the country
LTmy coverage and resolution j
Since 1 963; annuol sampling at 24 sites, 1 /tyr at 115 sites between june-Augusi
Monitoring sites in 1989
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lo evaluate fresh water ecosystem communlly changes due to eutrophication and/or nutrieni imbalances
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research lnstilute
Collaborating authorites
1 3 \‘Vater and Environment Districts
Variabies
Benthic species composition and mass; temperature, 02, colour number, COD MN, Ptot, Ntot, pH, alkalinily
chIorophyI; growth of periphyton on artificial substrates, phytoplankton and benthic species, macrophytic
species and mass
Links to international neiworks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Hydrobiology database; Nationat Board ofWaters and the Environment/
VAX8550/Ingres 6.2
a.r quality wat.r quaflly, Iii. tat. Iand u5O
and pollutanti of Iii. ioi, and naIura
ahnosph.ric and watar of th. fauna r.sourca
.missions r.sourc.s and fiora, and
of biotopes
wast. no,se chemkal coasta
manog.m.nt .mission substances protection
Name
Bioindicators of fresh waters
Objectives
96
Geographical coverage and resolution
24 sites coinciding with annual phytoplankton sampling
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 989; scmpling t/yr between JuneOctober
Sampling network in 1 989
00
97
air qualily
and
atmospheric
.m.ssions
Name
Endangered species
Objectives
To evaluate the populations of endangered species; to continuously survey their sites and to protect iheir
habitats
Responsihle authority
Ministry of the Environment
Coflaborating authorities
National Board ot Forests, National Board of VVaters and the Environment, BidogicaI institutes oF universities
and museums ot natural history
Variabies
Site, species, number, biotope, state of environment, hazards to habitat
Links to international neiworks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Endangered species database; National Board of Waters and the Environment/
VAX8550/Ingres 6.2
wat.r quality, the stat. Iand use wast.
poflutante ei the soil, and natural management
and wat.r ei th. fauna r.sourc.s
r.sourc.s and fiom, and
ei biolopes
noise chemkal coastal
.mission wbstonc.s protection
98
Geographical coverage and resolutbn
More than 1 0,000 sites throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1985; surveillance by frequent visits to obseR’ed sites
Number ot endangered and vulnerable species by region in 1985
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air quahly Wat.r quahty, iha stal. Iand u. wast. nois. chemical coastal
and pollutanis of ih. soil, and nalural manogam.nt .misson substancas protecflon
ahnosph.rk and wat.r o ih. fauna r.sourc..
OmisSion. r.sourc.s and Rora, and
of botop.s
Name
Cand use and forest stands
Objectives
lo survey land use and forest stand changes with 5-10 years interval
Responsible authority
National Board of Survey
Collaborafing authorities
National Board ot ‘vVaters and the Environment, Statisiical Cenire of Finland, Finnish Forest Research Insiitute,
Post and Tele Company
Variabies
50 diifereni land use classes as interpreted trom [ANDSAT-images and ground-irue measuremenis
Water OSpruce swamps OSapling siands
.Open fields Hardwood swamps .Alpine birch totesi
Clear cut ateas Pine swamps ODWatf birch woods
new clear cuttings Firm torest and Coniterous foresis neat ihe ttee line
old clear cuttings pine dominated Bare mountain regions and iundra
OBare ground spruce dominaied
Peat prcduciion areas deciduous
OOpen bogs mixed pine/spruce
oligoirophic mixed coniferous/deciduous
euttoph ic
Links to internat.ond networks
UNEP Global Resoutce Information Daiabase (GRIDI
Datastorage
RSU Satelliie Image Storage; National Board of Survey/APOLCO 3550, VAX 11 /750 or PC/BINARY file or
ASCII file or Disimp format or DRAGON format - EDC Satellite Image Storage; National Board ot Waiers and
700 the Environment/APOLLO 5500/Disimp 5.0
Geographkal coverage and resolution
The whole of Finland in 25 x 25 m pixel size
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 988; repetions every 5-10 yrs
1 Inuse
2 lnusel.5.1991
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Forest resources
obfrtives
lo survey and forecast the development oF Finnish forest resources
Responsible authority
______
Finnish Forest Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
Variabies
Essential forest resource information: Soi1 class, forest- and bogtype, tax class, ditches, oge and structure class,
dominating tree species, damage types, performed or planned harvesting and piontation of forest stands; tree
volume by species and size class, tree wood type distribution, tree increment at measuring plots
Links to international networks
Dotastorage
air quahty wat.r quality, the tat. Iand us. west. no. ch.mKaI coastal
and poflutanls ei ih. soi, and natural ,nanag.m.nt .missian substanc.s pratectiea
ahnosph.rk and wat.r ei the fauna r.sources
Omiuions r.ourc.s and fiora, and
ei biolop.z
Name
7
VMI-data storage; Finnish Forest Research Institute/VAX 1 1 /785/Sequential Files from 1 964
Geographical coverage and resolution
Systematic samphng throughout the country; sampling piot areas in 8 x 8 km or 7 x 8 km squares
Timely coverage and resolution
7 national surveys: the first in 1 92 1-24, the ostin 1977-84. The 8th survey was started in 1 986 and is
estimated to be finished in 1995. By integrating inventory data and satellite images from 1989 the resolution
now covers municipalities. Sampling piot measurements ate only from one year; from 1 992 onwards
sample plots wiII be partly permanent. Field survey from 198 1-90 and new simulating programmes give
possibilities to estimate forest resources annually (Iast estimation is for 1 1 . 1 990).
Coverage of 8th survey by 1986-90
103
air quality water quality,
and pojlutants
atmospheric and water
.misflans r.sources
th. state
ol the soil,
ei the founa
and lore, and
ei biotop.s
Name
Stock assessment ot mammais (excluding shrews and small rodents)
Objectives
To estimate the abundance ot stocks, predator/prey relations and habitat requirements ot diFferent species
Responsible authority
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
tocal hunting organizalions; National Board ot Forestry
Variabies
Species and abundance (by snowtracks)
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Disc storages on PC; Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Iand usa waste
and natural manogem.nt
r.sources
noisa chemkol coastal
emission substances protection
104
Geographkal coverage and resolution
1 200 equiform triangle-shaped (4 km (ong sides) survey routes throughout the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 990; in winter after snowfal( periods; eor)y data since the 1 960s ote based on visual observations of
animais; collected data are transferred to square grids oF 50 x 50 km size
11-
41-
6- 10
: 11- 15
EI 16- 20
21- 25
O >25
c
)
:— ::;.
•:::
:.;:j
Hare Fox
(Iriangle-)Grid network in 1990 and frequency ot some mammais (tracks/ 10 km/d(
105
oir quality
and
ahnosph.rk
.niiuioni
Stock assessment oF grouse
Objectives
10 estimate the abundance of grouse species for managemenl purposes
Responsible authority
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research nstitute
Collaborating authorties
tocal hunting otganizations; National Board of Forestry
Variabies
Species, sex, age and number
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Disc storages on PC; Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Name
wat.r quafily, h. stat. Iand us. wast. ns. chemkal coastal
poflutanti of th. goil, and natural manog.m.nt .miisian substances prot.ction
and wat.r of th. fuuna ,.zourc..
FOWWCOS and Aaro, and
ei biolop.s
106
Geographical coverage and resolution
1 200 equifotm triangle-shaped t4 km iong sides) survey routes throughout the Country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 990; in August by counting pairs along the 60 m broad trangIe-sides (total 1 2 km); cdlected data
ote transferred to square grids oF 50 x 50 km size
01-2,5
6-5,0
5,1 - 715
7,5-10,0 O
0,1- 5
5,1-10
10,1-15
15,1-20 O
(Iriang)e-)Grid network in 1990 and density of 4 bitds (number/km2)
0,1-2,0
E 2,1-4,0
E1 4,1-6,0
1 6,1-8,0
Capercai))ie Wi(Iow Grouse
Black Grouse Hazel Hen
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air qualily waler quality,
and pollutanis
atmosph.nc and wat.r
.naiisions r.sourc.5
ih. stal.
of iii. soU,
of iii. fauna
and fiora, and
of biotop.s
Nome
Stock assessment of Baltic herring and sprat
Objectives
lo estimate the state of the stock for management purposes
Responsible authority
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
Variabies
Species, gear, fish weight, Iength, age
Links to international networks
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea-network
Datastorage
Disc storages on PC; Finnish Game and Fisheries Research lnstitute
Iand us. wast.
and natural ,nanag.m.nt
r.sourc.s
nos. chamkal coostal
.mission suhstances prot.ction
Geographical coverage and resolufion
Northern BaItic Sea
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 974; round the year ca 300 sampies/yr (-. 15000 individuals)
Reporting grid
109
air quality Watet quality,
and poflutants
ahnosphenc and wat.r
.migsions FOIOUtCOS
the siate
of the soil,
of the fauna
and fiora, and
of biolopis
Name
Stock assessment ot Baltic salmon
Objectives
To determine the status of ranched and enhanced sdmon stocks
Responsible authority
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
Variabies
Smolt releases for ranching purposes, fish releases for enhancement, tag recaptures (%kg/1000 released),
catch, parr density in nursery areas, smolt run
Links to international networks
Baltic Salmon and Irout Assessment Working Group/International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
network
Datastorage
Disc storages on PC; Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Iand usa waste
and natural management
resourcas
nose chemkal coostal
emission substances protecHon
Geographkal coverage and resolution
CES subdivision areas 24-32 and rivers flowing to these
Timely coverage and resolution
fag recovery data since 1 959; catch statistics since 1 970; parr density since 1 980
111
,h. siat.
of tii. soil,
of Iii. fuuna
and fiora, and
of biotop.i
Name
Stock assessment oF coastal whitefish and pike perch
Objectives
lo estimate the state of the stock as affected by environmental changes and Fish coptures
Responsible authonty
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
National Board ot Eisheries & Swedish Environment Protection Agency (Sweden), töönemere KIUI (Estonia),
Regional government oF Alandia
Variabies
Species, overage weight and Ienght, growth pace, species catch, relative abundance o[ age, class, subarea
catch
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Disc storages on PC; Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
air quality Wat.r quahty,
and pollutanti
ahnosph.rK and wat.t
.missions r.SOUtCOS
Iand USO wast.
and nalural managemeni
rasources
nais. chemkal coataI
.mission subsiancez protection
Geographkal coverage and resalutian
Along the Finnish coasts and the [ah ja järvi lake
Timely coverage and resalution
Monitored cost-area and the [ah jan järvi lake
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air quality
and
atmosph.nc
amiuions
water quality,
pollutants
and wat.r
r.sourc.s
Assessment ot changes of migratory fish stock in northetn rivers
Objectives
lo estimate the state oF the migratory fish stock as aFfected by aciditication of northern streams.
lo tollow the effects of fishing regulations in the river Teno and Näätämö.
Responsible authority
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute, river Iaboratoiy Utsjoki
Collaborating authorities
1:
PINRO (Murmansk), Academy ot Sciences/ Carelian SSR (Petroskoi), Norwegian Institute for Nature Research
(NINA), Finnmark regiona) authority )Norway(, tapland \Alater and Environment District (Finland)
Variables
pH change (as caused by snowmelt) in tributaries of the Uts joki river, density of juvenile stages oF salmonid fish
(56 sites in the river Teno, 1 0 sites in the river Näätämö), growth ot juvenile salmon (6 sites), stock size
analyses of migratory trout in the river tutto, sca)e analysis, stock ot migratory juvenlles in 6-8 tributaries to the
fenojoki river.
Links to international nelworks
North Atlantic Salmon Working Group )NASWG)/International Council for the Exploration of the Sea )ICES)
-network, North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation )NASCO)
Datastorage
the state
of th. soil,
of the fauna
and fiom, and
o hiotopes
Iand use waste
and natural manogement
r.sources
Name
noise chemkal coastal
emission substances protection
Disc storages on PC; Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Geographical coverage and resolution
Drainages of Finland (except those of Paatsoki river) discharging into the Arctic Sea.
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1979
Moniloring drainages discharging into the Arctic Sea
115
air quality
and
ahnoph.ric
emssions
Effects of acidification on fish stocks in small lakes
Objectives
To assess changes in acidification and [ish stocks in small oligotrophic lakes and evaluate possible abatement
strategies for rehabilitation
Responsible authority
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute
Collaborating authorities
National Board of Waters and the Environment
Variabies
Fish catch, species composition and abundance, average Iength and weight of fish, growth rate; pH,
alkalinity, conductivity, cdour number, Ca of water
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Disc storages on PC; Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Insiitute
Name
wat.r quality, the stat. Iand us. west. nois. chemkal coastal
pollutants ei ih. sod, and natural management .mission suhstances prolection
and wat.r ei tIm. fauna r.sourc.s
r.sources and Rora and
ei bolop.s
Geographkal coverage and resolufion
20 oligotrophic lakes and 1 0 Iime-treated lakes in areas sensitive 10 acidification in southern Finland
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 985; fish stock assessment 1 /3-tyr in untreated lakes, and 1 /2yr in lime-iteated lakes
Monitored lakes for acidification eFfects on fish stocks
o oligotrophic lakes
A lime-treated lakes
0
0oI
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air quality
and
ahno$pheric
OmiS5Ofl5
Objectives
lo conird siting and environmental effects oF oFficial and indusirial dumping gtounds
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environ meni
Collaborating authorities
11 Provincial Environmental Authories, Environmenial proiection and technical boards ot municipa?ities
Variabies
Siting , annual amount ot diFferent waste, wasie handling procedures, observations of harmful effecis,
infiitration ot hazardous chemicals, economy
Links to international neiworks
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Dumping ground database; National Board of Waiers and the Environment/VAX
8550/Ingres 6.2
water quality, the statO Iand me waste noise chmkaI coastal
pollutants ol the oiI, and natural manag.nlent emision subtances protection
and water of the fauna resources
FOSOUFCOZ and ifora, and
of biotopes
Name
Dump
Geographkal coverage and resolut.on
Ca 11 00 dump throughout ike country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 983; waste amount and infiitration measurements annually, other information 1 /5yr
11111111 1
23
45
_
>5
Dump abundance of municipalities in 1983
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air qualdy
and
almosph.rK
.missioni
Name
Accumulation of harmFul substances in fresh water environments
Objectives
lo evaluate the leveis and changes in concentrations of harmful substances in biota, sediments and watet in
fresh water environments
Responsible authority
National Board oF Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Reseatch Institute
Collaborating authorities
1 3 Water and Environment Districts, University ofJy’äsky
Variables
Pb, Cd, Cu, Zn, Hg, chlorinated hydrocarbons, chlorophenols and some other organic pdlutants in clam,
whitefish, vendace, pike, roach, bottoms sediments and water
Links to international networks
5 stations in the UNEP GEMS Water Quality-network
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Immission database; National Board ot Waters and Environment/VAX8550/Ingces
6.2
water guality, the stol. Iand us. wast.
pollutants oF the sofl, and naturd nianag.ni.nt
and wat.r of the fauna r.saurces
r.,ourc.s and Rora, and
of Wotop.s
na4s. chemkal coustal
.mission substances protechon
Geographical coverage and resolufion
20 sites for chlorinated organic substances in clams; mercury content in pike in 48 areas, other substances at
1 8 sites
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1978; 5 different species by rotation ot 1/3 yr; sampling t/yr in running waters, 2/yt in lakes
Sampling network in 1 990
O Biota
Water
o Mussel incubation
0
0
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afr quahly wat.r qual.ty, Ii. siat. Iand us. wast. ns. ch.mKaI coustal
and pollutants ei h. soU, and natural .nanag.m.nt .misson zubsiances prot.ction
almosph.nc and wal.r of th. fauna r.sourc.s
.missions r.wurc.z and Raja, and
ef biotop.s
Name
Accumulation of harmful substances in coastal water environmenfs
Objectives
To evaluate the leveis and changes in concentrations of harmful substances in biota, sediments and water in
coastal water environments
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research lnstitute
Collaborating author.ties
7 coastal Water and Environment Districts, University of]yväskylä
Variabies
Pb, Cd, Cu, Zn, Hg, chlorinated hydrocarbons, chlorophenols, and some other organic pol!utants in Macoma
baltica, Mesidotea entomon Mytilus edulis, pike, Baltic herring and cod
Links to international networks
Nordic monitoring proect “Chlorinated hydrocarbons in marine environments
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Immission database; National Board of Waters and Environment/VAX8550/Ingres
6.2
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Geographical coverage and resolution
8 sites along the Finnish coast, additionally Hg-mesurments in pike in 1 6 coastal areas
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 978; 5 different species by rotation of 1/3 yr
Sampling sites in 1990
0
0
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air quality
and
ahnosph.nc
.miuong
water qually,
poflulants
and water
r.wurc.i
Name
Accumulation of harmfui substances in marine environments
Objectives
lo evaiuate the leveis and changes in concentrations of harmful substances in biota, sediments and water in
marine environments of the Baitic
Responsible authority
Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research
Coflaborating authorities
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research lnstitute
Variabies
Pb, Cd, Cu, Zn, Hg, DDT, PCB, HCB, HCH in cod (iiver/muscie), herring (muscle), Mesidotea entomon and
Mytilus edulis (soh parts)
Links to international neiworks
Helsinki Commission Baitic Monitoring Programme-network
Datastorage
Helsinki Commission Data Bank (mci. ali international data); Finnish lnstitute ot Marine Research/HP 1000/
own programme
the state
ef the goil,
ef the fauna
and fiora, and
ei biotop.s
Iand o. waste
and nalural nIonag.nient
r.sourc.s
nois. ch.mkal caastal
amiulan substanc.z prot.ctlon
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Geographical coverage and resolufion
2 areas in the Gulf of Finland and 2 areas in the Gulf of Bothnia
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1979; sampling 1/yr
Sampling network in 1 990
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airquaiIy wat.rquaIty,
and poflulanhz
aftnosph.ric and wat.r
ITIIWCOI IOZOUrCOZ
Airborne radbactivity
Ii. zIo.
ei IIi. soL
ei ,h. fuuna
and Bora, and
ei biolop..
Objectives
To detect changes in concentrations of radioactive substances in air masses close to ground
Responsible authority
Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety
CoIIaboratng authorities
Finnish Meteorological lns!itute, Research Centre of the Defense Forces
Variables
Artificial gamma-emitting nuclides, 9°Sr, transuranic nuclides
Links to .nternatonaI networks
Datastorage
Radioactivity Data System; Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safet’y
Iand us. WadO
and naturd manag.nwnt
OWWCO5
Name
nou. ch.mkaI coaslal
.missiea subsianc.s prot.cHon
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Geographkal coverage and resolution
22 sampling stations fhroughduf the country
Timely coverage and resolution
—--
Since 1968; sampling 2/week, analyses of 905R and transuranic nuclides from 3 months pooled sampies only
Å Aerosol sampling stalion
O Continous aerosol measuring
station (alert at 1 Bq/m3)
STUK Finnish Centre
For radiation and
nuclear satety
FMI Finnish Meteorolo
gical nstitute
DF Detence forces
Sompling stations in 1990
. FMI
OA STUK, FMI
Å FMI
. STUK
FMI
Ä
. DF
STU K O SIUK
Å FMI
SIUK,FMI
OOÄ
. STUK
Q o FMI
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Name
Deposition of radioactive substances
Objectives
To detect changes in deposition of radioactive substances as transported by air masses
Respons.ble authonty
Finnish Centre For Radiation and Nuclear Safety
Collaborating authorities
Finnish Meteorological Institute, Research Centre of the Defense Forces
Variabies
Gamma-emitting nuclides, 89Sr,9°Sr, 3H
Links to international neiworks
Dafastorage
Radioactivity Data System; Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety/VAX 3600
wat.r quahty,
pollutants
and wat.r
r.iourc.z
Iand u. wast.
and natural manogenient
resoUrce
no.. chemkal coastal
.miss.oa subslances protecfion
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Geographkal coverage and resolution
1 8 sampIing stations throughoiit the country
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1961; continuous sampIing, analyses of monthly pooled sampies
Å3H
Sampling stations in 1990
O Gamma-emitting
rodionuclides, 89Sr, 9°Sr
O Tcansuranic elements
Q e
0
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air quality
and
ahnozph.rK
.missiaflz
Objectives
lo detect changes in concentrations and flow of radioactive substances in fresh water environments
Responsible authonty
Finnish Cenlre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety
Colloborating authorities
National Board of Waters and Environment
Variabies
Artificial gammanuclides, 9°Sr, H
Links to international networks
Datastorage
Radioactivity Data System; Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safely/VAX 3600
water quaIity
pollutanls
and valOt
rOJOUFCOS
the itat.
ef the soil,
e the fauna
and Rata, and
of biotop.s
Iand us. wast.
and nalural managemeni
r.sourc.s
noise chemkal coastal
emission substances protection
Name
Radioactivity of fresh waters and water sediments
Geographkal coverage and resolution
5 sampling stations in river mouths flowing to the Boltic Sea, numerous stations in large water bodies, 8 lake
sediment sampling stations
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1970; sampling frequency 4/yr in river mouths, 3-4 annual suR’eys of lake bodies since the Checnobyl
accident, 1 / 1 0 yrs ot ake sediments
Sampling stations in 1 990
0 river mouths
O fresh water
sampling stations
.O
. .
O
O O OOOO O
OOOO
.
.
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ofr quality water quality,
and pollutant5
atmosphenc and water
emissiOns resources
the state
ol the soil,
of the fauna
and fiora, and
of biotopes
Radioactivily in sea water and marine sediments
Objectives
To detect changes in concentrations and flow of radioactive substances in marine environment
Responsible authonty
Finnish Centte for Radiation and Nucleat Safety
Coflaborating authorities
Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research
Variabies
139Cs, 34Cs and othergammanuclides, 90Sr, 238Pu, 239,240Pu
Links to international nelworks
Helsinki Commission/MORS-network
Datastorage
HELCOM/MORS Data Base; Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research
Iand use waste
and natural manogement
r.sources
Name
noise chemkal coastal
emission substances protection
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Geographical coverage and resolution
7 water and 2 sediment sampling stations in the Gulf of Bothnia, 6 water and 2 sediment sampling stations in
the Gulf of Finland, 3 water and 2 sediment sampling stations in the Baltic Proper
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1974; sampling frequency 1/yr
o Sea water
O Water and sediment
133
Radioactivity in the vicinity ot nuclear power plants
Objectives
Jo follow the dispersion of radioactive releases from nudear power plants to the environment and their transFer
to foodchains and to ensure that discharges remain below the set Iimits.
authonty
Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety
Collaborating authorities
Variabies
Air
Rainwater
Drinking water
MiIk
Meat/cerea Is
Vegetables/fruits
Grazing grass
Soil
Saa water
Fish
Algae
Benthic animais
Sinking matter
Sediment
137Cs,gammanuclides,
1 37Cs,”
1 37Cs,”
1 37Cs,
1 37Cs,
1 37Cs,”
1 37Cs,
1 37Cs,
1 37Cs,
1 37Cs,”
1 37Cs,
1 37Cs,”
1 37Cs,
1 37Cs,”
895r905r
89Sr,9°Sr,3H
89Sr,9°Sr,3H
895r,90Sr, 131j
895r,90Sr
89Sr,905r, 131J
89Sr,90Sr
B9Sr,Sr, 3H
89Sr,90Sr
89Sr, 905r
895r,90Sr,238Pu, 239,240Pu
Radioactivity Data System; Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety/VAX 3600 (+ data storages of
the nuclear power plants)
air quahly wat.r quahty. ,h. stat. Iand us wast. nos. ch.mKaI coastal
and poUutants ei ,h. soil, and natural manag.nient m[ssion substances pro1ecton
ahnesph.ric and wat.r ei th. fauna FOSOUtCO5
OmuiOns IOSOUFCOS and Rora, and
ei biolop.s
Name
Links fo international networks
Datastorage
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Geographkal coverage and resoIuton
Sampling 2/month of air, 1 /month - 1/3 months of deposition, 1/3 months of drinking water, 1 -4/month of
milk, 1 -2/yr of meat, cereals, vegatabies and Fruits, 2/yr of grazing grass, 1 /4yrs oF soi1, 3-4/yr of sea
water, 2/yr of fish, 1-3/yr oF algoe, 1 /yr of benthic animais, t/yr of sinking matter, 1 /tyrs of sediments
Timely coverage and resolution 1
Since 1975 at Loviisa, 1977 at Olkiluoto; in 1-40 km circumFerence of 2 nuclecr power plants, 1-5 sampling
sites of each media
OIkiIuoo å /
‘•0iQVU5Q
Sampling nefworks in surroundings of power pianis 1990
Olkiluoto Loiisa
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air quahty water quality,
and pollutants
atmosphenc and wat.r
FOOUtCOS
Name
Substances transported by rivers
Objectives
ihe stat.
ef the soil,
ef lii. fauna
and fiom, and
of biotopes
To calculate the Ioad from rivers to the Finnish coast and the Baltic Sea, to assess arge-scale changes in the
wash-out and oad characteristics from different drainage basins
Responsible authority
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research nstitute
Collaborating authonties
7 coastd Water and Environment Districts
Variabies
Temperature, conductivity, 02, suspended Ioad, alkalinity, pH, colour number, COD MN, Ntot, NO3N,
NH4N, Ptot, PO4P, CI, 504, Fe, K, Ca, Mg, Na, TOC, 5i02, As, Hg, Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, AQX
Links to international nelworks
H RCOM Baltic Monitori ng Program me-network
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Water quality database; National Board ot Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
Iand use waste
and nalural ,nanog.,nent
FOSOUFCOZ
nolse chemkal coastal
.mission substanc.s protoction
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Geographkal coverage and resolution
2 1 stotions along the Finni5h seacoast
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 970 at Ieast 1 2/yr
Cocation of recipent areas (black) and sampling stations (arrows) in 1 989
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&r qualhy wai.r qualdy, it. IaI. Iand o. wast. nois. ch.mkal coastal
and poflutant al Oh. iod, and nalural managenieni .mis5lon subtonce prot.cton
afrnosph.ri and waf.r oE th. (auna r.sourc.s
.irnuioni r.zources and Rora, and
o biotop.z
Name
Qualily of coastal waters
Objectives
Jo detect changes in time and space of coastal water chemistiy and biology and assess the external cause for
these
ResponsbIe authority
National Board oF Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research lnstitute
CoIIaboratng authorities
7 coastal ‘vv’ater and Environment Districts, Finnish lnstitute of Matine Research Helsinki, Turku and Oulu
u n iversities.
Variabies
Visibility, temperature, salinity, 02, turbidity, pH, colour number, Ntot, NO2N, NO3N, NH4N, Ptot, PO4P,
Fe, Si02, TOC, achlorophyll, phytoplankton species composition, primary production capacity.
Links to international networks
H ELCOM Baltic Monitori ng Programme-network
Datastorage
Environment Data System/Water quality database; National Brd of Waters and the Environment/DEC
5810/Ingres 6.2
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Geographical coverage and resolution
1 06 stations along the Finnish ccast
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 965; 2/yr now a days, 20/yr at 1 2 stations
Network of stations in 1 989
(1
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Name
Coastal benthic ecosystem
iii. state
of the soU,
of the sauna
and fiora, and
ef blotop.s
Objectives
lo detect changes in the composition and biomass of coastal benthos and assess the external cause for ihese
Responsible authorily
National Board of Waters and the Environment/Water and Environment Research lnstitute
Coflaborating authorities
Universily of Helsinki, Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research
Variabies
Species composition and number, biomass, length distribution of Macoma baltica and Pontoporeia aFfinis
Links to international networks
HECCOM Baltic Monitori ng Programme-network
Datastorage
Benthos register; Finnish Insiitute of Marine Research/HP 1 000/own programme
Iand us waste
and natural managerneni
resources
noise chemical coa5tal
arnission substancez protection
Geographical coverage and resolution
2 stations in one area of the SW-coast
Timely coverage and resolution
Since the 1 920s; 2/yr (May, September)
Qo
Q 0
Gulf of Finland
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Water quality of sea areas around Finland, national
Objectives
lo detect changes in water qualiiy in the Gulf of Finland, northern Baltic Proper and the Gulf of Bothnia
Responsible authority
Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research
Collaborating authorities
National Board of ‘vVaters and the Environment, Finnish Game and Fisheries Research lnstitute
Variabies
Temperature, salinity, alkalinily, 02, pH, Ntot, NO2N, NQ3N, NH4N, Ptot, PO4P, Si02, H2S, Cd, Pb,
Hg, phytoplankton and zooplankton composition and biomass, biological primary production, a-chlorophyll
Links to international neiworks
Finnish-Swedish Committee on the Gulf ot Bothnia, Finnish-Soviet Scientific-technological Commission/Commit
tee on the Gulf of Finland
Datastorage
Chemical-hydrographic database; Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research/HP 1 000/own programme
aw quality wat.r quahty, tIme state Iand us.
and pollutants of the soil, and natural
ahnosph.nc and wat.r ef the fauna r.sourc.s
.miuions resourgas and fiora, and
of biotopes
waste noise
manag.ment .mission
Name
chemkol coastal
substances prot.ction
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Geographkal coverage and resolution
Ca 50 stations in the sea areas around Finland
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 962; 2-4 times/yr
Network of stations in 1 989
€
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Quality of the Baltic Sea
Objectives
To detect changes in the water quality of the Baltic Sea, to fdiow up the measures taken by.the Helsinki
Commission
Responsible authorily
Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research
Collaborating authorities
National Board of Waters and the Environment, Finnish Game and Fisheties Research lnstitute
Variables
Temperature, salinity, alkdinity, 02, pH, Ntot, NO2N, NO3N, NH4N, Ptot, PO4P, 5i02, H2S, Cd, P5,
Hg, phytoplankton and zooplcnkton composition and biomass, biological primary production, a-chlorophyll,
microbioiogy
Links to international networks
HELCOM Baltic Monitoring Program me-network
Datastorage
Helsinki Commission Data Bank (mcl. ali international data); Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research/HP 1000
air quality wat.r qualhy, he state Iand use west. nose
and pollutunts ei the soil, and natural management emssion
atmospheric and wat.r ei the fauna r.sourc.s
.missionl resourCes and Bora, and
ei botopes
Name
chemkd coastal
substances prolection
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Geographkal coverage and resolution
45 stations in the Baltic Sea; Finland is (in collaboration with the Soviet Union) responsible for the Gulf of
Finland, northern Baltic Proper and the Gulf of Bothnia lin collaboration with Swedenl
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 979; each country is expected to visit its stations at least 2/yr (coordinated so that each station is
samp(ed 4/yr)
Network of stations in 1989
O Representative stations
Hydrography and basic
hydrochemistry
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Name
Macrozoobenthos of the Baltic Sea
Objectives
Jo assess the state of the Baltic Sea and to produce background information for international assessments
Responsible authority
Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research
Collaborating authorities
National Board of Woters and the Environment
Variables
__________
- --
Species composition, abundance, biomass (wet weight, dry weight and ashfree dry weight), size distribution
of selected species
Links to international networks
Finnish-Swedish Committee on the Gulf of Bothnia, Finnish-Soviet Scientific-technological Commission/Commit
tee on the Gulf of Finland, Helsinki Commission
Datastorage
Benthos register; Finnish lnstitute ot Marine Research/HP 1 000/own programme
Iand us. wail.
and nah,rd manag.nwnt
r.sourc.s
nois. ch.mkal coa)d
.mis,ion substan(es prot.ction
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Geographical ceverage and resolution
Ca 1 00 stations in the Baltic Sea
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1 962; sampling 1 /yr for the HEICOM-stations and the main stations; 1 /5 yr for the stations
beIongng to the enlarged programme
Network oF stations in 1 989
O HECCOM-stations
® Other main stations
Enlarged program
Helsinki
147
lo detect chemical changes in the marine sediments in the Gulf of Finland, the northern Bahic Proper and the
Gulf of Bothnia
Responsible authorhy
Finnish Institute of Marine Research
i
Collaborating authorites
Variables
Zn, Cd, Pb, Cu, Hg, Cr, DDI, PCB, HCH, HCB, petroleum hydrocarbons
Unks to internafional neiworks
HECCOM Baltic Monitoring Program me-network
Datastorage
Marine sediment register; Finnish lnstitute of Marine Research/not computerized
ar qualhy wat.r guality, tIm. state Iand usa waste no4s. ch.mkoI coastal
and poflutants of the soil, and natural managemeni emission subslances protection
atnlosph.rK and water ei the launu r.sources
.mluions rewurc.s and Bora, and
ei biotopes
Name
Marine sediment chemistry
Objectives
148
Geographkal coverage and resolution
Ca 5 stations in the sea areas around Finland (the exact number is decided by the Helsinki Commission(
per year on the averoge.
Timely coverage and resolution
Since 1960; sampling 1/5yr
Network of stations in 1990
149
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Refiection of topics
The Finnish monitoting programmes do not reflect the main EEA topics very clearly. Many
programmes could have been marked to several topic groups. Here they have been grou
ped according to their original objectives. With time many programmes have expanded to
become more ecosystem-oriented and integrated in nature and ote thus not mote purely
sectorial as the topics ot the EEA.
Distribution of topics
About one third of the Finnish programmes deals with fresh waters. Ihis is quite naturat due
to the numerous water coutses and lakes of Finland. lf programmes designed for the coastal
and sea environments ote taken into account, about half of ali programmes have water as
the monitoring environment. The second most important monitoring group in Finland deals
with natural resoutces (stock of biota and forests). The vast forest coverage and traditional
hunting have been the main reasons for the establishment of such programmes. On the
other hand, thete ote very few programmes, if at ali, on topics ot noise and waste. One
reason for this is the novity of these environmental problems in Finland, another, the foct that
Finland is sparsely populated and have few utban areas in relation to countries of the
European Community.
International co-operation
About one third of the ptesented ptogrammes has at leost a portiol 1mk to international
monitoring networks. Finland has furthermote the responsibility for two international pro
gramme centres which possess monitoring data from other countries as well.
Main component elements
Most of the responsible authorities for the monitoring programmes ote research institutes.
The bulk of the programmes ote the responsibility of 6 institutes: the Water and Envitonment
Reseatch lnstitute, the Finnish Meteorological lnstitute, the Finnish Eotest Reseatch lnstitute,
the Finnish lnstitute for Marine Research, the Finnish Game and Fisheties Research lnstitute
and the Finnish Centte fot Radiation and Nuclear Safety. The collabotation between these
sectotial institutes as well as between centtal and regional authorities is tathet hmgh because
of the limited amount of expetts in different fields.
Data storages
The data from the monitoring programmes ote almost without exception stoted centtally.
The four largest data stotages are the Envitonment Data System, the Forest Data System, the
Climate Data System and the Helsinki Commission Database on Baltic Monitoting. Ihese
data storages contain mote than 80% of ali monitoring data in Finland at present.
Coincidence of networks
Most networks have been designed ftom a sectorial point of view. Allocation ot measuting
or observation stations to mutual geographicai units ote very scarce. In terms of integration
ot information, this is unfortunate. The networks of several monitoring programmes ote
however presently undet consideration in ordet to facilitate a more extensive use of the
information co!lected.
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